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Abstract
The present study investigated the speech production of trilingual children whose L1 was either Greek or
Albanian and their L3 was English. Since this specific combination of languages has not been widely studied in
current literature this study can contribute to our knowledge and the teaching of these children. Moreover,
research into transfers from content and function words could help us comprehend the different roles word
classes have in trilingual speakers since Paradis (2009) has suggested that the tendency to transfer function
words from L2, rather than from L1, into L3 supports the idea that content words and function words have the
same status in an L2 but not in L1. Also, although content words are often transferred from both L1 and L2 into
L3, studies have indicated that function words are mainly transferred from the L2 and not from the L1 (Ringbom,
1987; Sjögren, 2000; Stedje, 1977). The aim of this study was to find out the source language of our participants’
transfers, whether there would be any influence of our speakers’ L1 or L2 on Content and Function words, as
well as whether cross-linguistic influence had any effect on Content and Function words, following Cenoz
(2001).The participants of our study were asked to narrate a picture story in their third language and the main
source of their transfers was surveyed. Also, the ratio of Content to Function words and the effect of the
children’s L1 was investigated since former research showed function words are mainly transferred from the L2
and not from the L1. The results of this study showed that the main source of transfer was Greek (whether as an
L1 or an L2) and that the children’s transfers were mainly from content words. Finally, the ratio of Greek
content/ function words was found to be greater for those children whose L1 is Greek compared to the children
whose L1 is Albanian.
Keywords: multilingual children, cross-linguistic influence, speech production, transfers, parts of speech,
content words, function words
1. Introduction
Multilinguals may use several languages due to their different social, cultural and economic backgrounds and
field of using their specific languages. They might live in a multilingual community, or bilingual communities, or
they might be in contact with several monolingual communities during their everyday routines or social life.
Their proficiency in each of their languages is possible to differ, and might change over time (Herdina & Jessner,
2002). The multilinguals’ languages can have distinguished roles and functions, they may use them separately or
code switch and code mix and last but not least they are still seen as multilinguals even if they use three or even
six languages.
The ability of a person to speak more than one language can occur under a variety of conditions. Edwards (1994,
p. 39) states that “in most instances, multilingualism arises, and is maintained, through contact and necessity”.
Thus, the emergence of two or sometimes three languages can exist when in each language there is both a source
of input and the necessity for communication. In Greece, for example, there has been a growing tendency on
behalf of Albanian heritage speakers to use this language less compared to Greek.
Cases of trilingualism can be categorized into four interrelated variables: (a) the age of the speaker when he
made his first important contact with the language, (b) the input they receive (type, modality and quantity) (c)
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the level of proficiency in each language and (d) the order that the languages where obtained. It is not
compulsory that the previously mentioned variables should be independent, although this may also be the case.
For example, the time the speaker made his first contact with the specific languages could have a close
correlation with the input, i.e., younger speakers could be expected to have a more “naturalistic way of acquiring
their language” than older speakers. Apart from that, in the involvement of three languages, there are many
inherent variations in each learner, within each variable, as in the occasion of all cases of language acquisition.
It has to be clarified that the manifestation of the previously mentioned variables leads in various possibilities
that would all outline different types of trilingual speakers, and such situations can be further divided according
to the age of the speaker, the type and amount of input they receive and the proficiency in each language,
considering also the order of acquisition. According to Hoffman (2001, p. 3) the following classification can be
suggested:
a) Trilingual children who grew up having adapted two home languages different from the one spoken in the
community.
b) Trilingual children grown up in a bilingual community and their home language (either spoken by one or both
of their parents) is different from the language spoken in the community.
c) Third language learners, that is, bilinguals who obtain a third language in the context of school education.
d) Bilingual individuals who have turned into trilinguals through immigration.
e) Individuals that belong to trilingual communities.
The present research focuses on children who have acquired their L1 and L2 and are currently learning their L3
within school context (Hoffmann’s third category). Specifically, this research surveys the language interaction of
children who come from an Albanian background and they were born and raised in Greece. They have learnt
Albanian from their family, Greek from their family and their social environment and they have also received
formal instruction in Greek at school. Also, they are currently being taught English (L3) at school. It should be
noted that their L1 may be either Greek or Albanian according to the statements of our participants.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Word class and Transfers
Within language transfer and particularly on the lexis level we can distinguish the one happening from content
and the one from function words. According to Murphy (2003) these transfers seem to be largely related to
control and attention. She cites Faerch & Kasper (1986) who distinguished the transfer of content words as a
conscious strategy in the speaker’s attempt to fill a lexical gap. They also stated that content words were usually
found after a pause. Function words were usually found to be unintentional transfers of frequently used L1
words.
The frequency which certain linguistic features appear in the L1 seems to determine its transfer during L2
production (Murphy, 2003). According to Kellerman (1983) in terms of the perception of the speaker on a certain
linguistic item and its frequency of appearance in his/her lexicon it may be considered from a psychological
point of view as more “problematic” with regard to its use and its function. Therefore, such an item or feature
has fewer possibilities to appear during L2 production.
According to Poulisse & Bongaerts (1994) the frequency of the use of function words in one’s L1 determines the
degree of their appearance in his/her L2 too. They have also shown that L1 function words are rarely
phonologically or morphologically adapted to their L2 and they attributed this finding to frequency as well as the
degree of attention. Williams & Hammarberg (1998, p. 323) maintained that “provided the factors of proficiency,
typology, and recency are at a sufficient level, L2s appear more likely to be activated than the L1 as supplier
language during the early stages of L3 acquisition”. Ringbom (1986, 2001) has suggested that transfer during L2
acquisition is mainly short, complete and it involves non adapted L1 function words. Also, lexical transfer during
L3 production has shown a tendency to employ more function than content words. Hammarberg (2001) also
found that there was an L2 transfer for the unconscious switches his subject made and they were mostly short
function words, e.g., mit (with). Cenoz (2001) whose study we followed, has found that her participants had
transferred almost seven times more function words from Spanish compared to Basque and she justified this
finding by means of the typological proximity of Spanish to the target language (English) of the narration.
However, Hoffmann & Stavans (2007) investigated trilingual children from their infancy to their early childhood.
The study involved two periods of the children’s speech recordings, one at an early age and a second after three
years that the participants had grown up more. During the first period of the recordings the children borrowed
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more often from content words, namely nouns and verbs. This finding was duplicated with the second session of
the recording and the children that were now older borrowed from content words again; however the proportions
of the lexical transfers were different from the first session because the children used fewer nouns or they would
be morphosyntactically violated compared to the verbs.
In our study we have focused on transfer and particularly on the lexical level and we aimed to investigate
whether cross-linguistic influence will affect our participants’ use of content and function words. In view of the
relatively few data currently available from similar studies and the fact that the particular combination of
languages has not been investigated before, especially when it comes to speech production and the Content and
Function words analogy, it is believed that it will be of interest and that it will contribute to so far research on
this field.
3. Methodology
The methodology chosen for this study was largely based on a research conducted by Cenoz (2001). We used the
picture story “A boy, a dog and a frog” by Mercer Mayer (1967) in order to elicit the children’s free narration.
Before the narration the participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire which aimed at obtaining information
regarding their language biography history. This information was planned to be seen together with the data
obtained by the children’s narrations.
The children were asked to narrate the picture story in their third language, English, the one that they were being
taught as a foreign language at school. Then their narrations were transcribed and instances of code switching
and code mixing were identified and analyzed in order to determine the main source of transfer. Finally, the ratio
of each part of speech from each language used within the produced “texts” was analyzed and the factor of the
children’s L1 as a determinant of these transfers was investigated.
3.1 Participants
There were 49 children that took part in this study, they all came from Albanian immigrant families and they
were born and raised in Greece. Their parents had come to Greece from Albania about twenty years ago. The
participants were bilingual (Albanian and Greek) and they were all learning their third language (English) within
school context. It is to be noted that none of our participants was taught Albanian and thus their knowledge of
their heritage language was only based on their parents’ input. At this point we need to clarify that not all
children had stated that they had the same L1; there were 30 children (61%) that stated their L1 was Greek and
19 children (39%) that stated their L1 was Albanian.
The participants were between the age of nine and twelve years old and they were attending public primary
schools with a monolingual curriculum. English is to these children a third language, although for the majority of
their classmates English is the second language learnt with a foreign language methodology. Therefore, our
participants were more experienced language learning wise compared to their classmates, since they have been
learning their third consecutive language.
This study is discussing children who are in the process of acquiring their third language, and are clearly not
equally competent in all of them (see Bialystock, 2001, for a discussion of how bilingual people need not to be
equally proficient in their two languages.) They are referred to as being trilingual because they are, for the time
being at least, comfortable with their trilingualism, and appear to be able to communicate in each language, at
least to a certain standard.
3.2 Procedure
After the first step of the questionnaire process was done the children were told that they were going to narrate a
story according to the picture book that they were shown. They were told that every child can narrate as he/she
likes and that the researcher was interested in listening to the same story told by every child in their own way.
This introduction was tested with the first five children of the research and it was seen that it made them feel
more at ease with the whole procedure.
3.3 The Transcriptions
The narration of each child was transcribed and utterance boundary decisions were based on intonation contours
and pauses according to the CHILDES project directions (MacWhinney, 2000). In order to achieve an accurate
transcription the children that used Albanian during their narrations were identified at the time of interview, their
audio file was archived in a specific folder and they were all given to an Albanian native speaker to transcribe
them. In order to make sure that these transcriptions would be done in a unified manner with the rest of them, the
researcher was present during the task; she cooperated with the interpreter and supervised each one of the
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produced “texts”. Also, the researcher filled in the Greek and English words during these specific transcriptions.
3.4 Texts Analysis
Each one of the forty nine texts that were finally chosen to be part of the study was analyzed in terms of part of
speech in each language used and the instances of code switching and code mixing were identified. The target
language of the narration was English; therefore code switches were identified as whole utterances in Greek or
Albanian. Code mixes were identified as those utterances that Greek and/or Albanian and/or English were used
in the same utterance, in accordance to Muysken (2000).
For each utterance and for each one of the three languages in question the parts of speech were divided in two
categories: Content and Function words, as in Cenoz (2001). Content words include: nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs and numerals. Function words include: prepositions, conjunctions, determiners and pronouns. Each one
of the words of each utterance was appointed to the relevant part of speech of one of the three languages that was
used. Then, the parts of speech of each language were grouped in Content and Function words.
3.5 Research Questions
We aimed to investigate the following questions:
Which will be the main source of transfer (L1 or L2) while the children narrate in their L3?
What will be the participation of content and function words of each one of the three languages?
Will cross linguistic influence affect content and function words and what will the impact of the children’s L1 be
on them?
4. Results
First we investigated the main source of transfer of our participants while narrating in their L3. In a total of 49
texts, there were 875 utterances produced. The total of the texts produced (corpus) consisted of 8993 words and
usage per language is as follows: 76% of the words produced were English (the target language of the narration),
23% of them were Greek and 1% of them were Albanian. Then we looked into code mixes (i.e., utterances that
contained two or more languages) and the usage of languages therein was as follows: the English words were
58,8% of them, the Greek words were 38,7% of them and the Albanian words were 2,6%.
Clearly, the main source of transfer during the children’s narrations in their L3 was Greek. In fact this was found
to be the case for the children that had stated that their L1 was Greek as well as those that had stated that their L1
was Albanian.
Since we looked into the matter of Greek transfers both comparatively and separately we did confirm this finding.
In fact, Greek as an L1 was found to be transferred more in comparison to Albanian as an L1 and Greek as an L2
was found to be transferred more in comparison to Albanian as an L2. The Greek language which is the official
language of the country as well as the medium of every day communication has dominated these children’s
heritage language. These children’s parents have not insisted on using Albanian at home, since they have
perceived it as a less “useful” language. This was due to their immigrant mentality. Also, its “lower” social status
has been rather crucial towards the language shift observed with this immigrant community in Greece. Children
have not been using Albanian with their families in order to achieve a more “native” identity for themselves.
Besides, Gogonas (2009) has reported the denial of children to speak Albanian at home when their parents
addressed them in their heritage language. With this finding in mind we proceeded to look into the second
question of this study, that is, the transfers of Content and Function words.
As far as the ratio of the Content and Function words is concerned and the effect of the children’s L1 on these
transfers, we first wanted to see what the percentages of the content and function words was in each one of the
three languages in our entire corpus. We found out that as far as the English language is concerned, content
words were more than the function ones, which measured to 54% and 46% respectively. The Albanian content
words were again more compared to the function ones, and in fact the majority of the Albanian words were
Content ones (68%). The Greek content words were again more than the function ones, although their difference
was not so great (59% to 41% respectively). As far as the total words found in our corpus, our results showed
that the total content words outperformed the total function words and their difference was considerable (55% to
45% respectively).
We then proceeded to see the distribution of content and function words within the code mixed sentences. As
seen in figure 5.41 below, we immediately observe that Content and Function words presented the same
proportion both in the total of the texts and at the same time in the code mixed sentences that contained English.
The code mixed sentences that contained Albanian showed a different distribution since the percentage of the
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content words was higher compared to that of the Function words (67% and 33% respectively). The same
differentiation was found with code mixes that contained Greek since the percentage of Content words was
greater than that of the Function words (61% and 39% respectively). This finding shows us that the analogy of
Content and Function words seems to remain the same in the texts produced. More specifically, the parts of
speech of each language retained the same “space” in the children’s narrations in the code mixed sentences too.
When we had code mixed sentences and Albanian language was used in it, Content words were more than
Function words. This outperformance of Content words compared to Function words was found in such a greater
ratio only with Albanian and Greek (2 and 1,54 respectively) which are highly inflected languages – although the
children borrowed more Content words from Albanian than from Greek.
Also, English had a Content/ Function words ratio close to 1, which means that their usage was almost the same.
Furthermore, the same ratio, close to 1, was found in the Total of Content and Function words produced, in all of
the texts, in the total of code switches and in the total of the code mixes produced (Figure 1 below).

Figure 1. The ratio of content and function words in code switches, code mixes and the entire corpus.
For those children that narrated in their L3 and they only transferred from Greek we calculated their ratio in
English-Greek code mixes by distinguishing them in Greek and English words. Therefore, two new variables
were created for each one of the children:
a) “Ratio of Greek Content/ Function words”: the ratio of Greek content and function words in English-Greek
code mixed sentences.
b) “Ratio of English Content/ Function words”: the ratio of English content and function words in English-Greek
code mixed sentences.
We investigated whether the children’s L1 affected the ratio of English Content/ Function words. This question
was tested via independent t-test. It was found that the children’s L1 did not have an effect on the ratio of
English Content/ Function words: t(34) = 0.3, p = 0.976.
Moreover, we went on to see whether the children’s L1 affected their ratio of Greek Content/ Function words.
This question was tested via independent t-test. The children’s L1 had a significant effect on the ratio of the
Greek Content/ Function words: t(24.625) = 2.136, p < 0.05.
Finally, the ratio of Greek Content/Function words was found to be greater for those children whose L1 is Greek
(M = 2.8, SD = 1.87) compared to the children whose L1 is Albanian (M = 1.8, SD = 0.78), (see tables 1 and 2
below).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the ratio of the Greek content to function words within the category of L1
Ratio of Greek Content/Function words

L1
Albanian
Greek

Number of children
17
19

34

Mean
1.8
2.8

Std. Deviation
0.78
1.87
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the ratio of the English content to function words within the category of L1
Ratio of English Content/Function words

L1
Albanian
Greek

Number of children
17
19

Mean
1.2
1.2

Std. Deviation
0.57
0.49

5. Discussion of Results
Content words were used more compared to Function words; however, there was a higher tendency for the usage
of Content words of Albanian and Greek (the participants’ L1 and/ or L2). Also, since L3 (the target language) is
used more in the entire corpus (75,5%), the English Content and Function words were used almost in the same
degree and thus the ratio is close to 1.
This was confirmed in the total of the texts produced as well as in each one of the three languages in question. A
higher ratio of Content than Function words was found in Albanian and in Greek, which are both highly inflected
languages. The findings of this study are in line with Hoffmann & Stavans (2007) who found a prevalence of
Content words compared to Function words. Also, these results are in line with Cenoz (2001) who found that
children used more content than function words. She also noted that there was a prevalence of Content words
from one of the languages of her participants (Spanish) while narrating in their L3, like we found with Albanian
Content words. Spanish and Basque are both official languages in the Basque country. In our case, Albanian is a
heritage language of this particular immigrant group and does not have an official status. As mentioned before
none of our participants was taught Albanian and thus their knowledge of their heritage language was only based
on their parents’ input.
Poulisse & Bongaerts (1994) that studied bilinguals found that their English language learners transferred more
function words than content words from their L1 (Dutch) which is a finding opposite to our study, Cenoz’s (2001)
as well as Hoffmann & Stavans’ (2007). Ringbom (1986, 2001) has suggested that transfer during L2 acquisition
is mainly short, complete and it involves non adapted L1 function words. However, the findings on L2 speech
production by Poulisse & Bongaerts (1994) do not seem to coincide with those studies that concern L3 speech
production. According to Murphy (2003, p. 15) “when function words are transferred in an L3 utterance, they are
overwhelmingly supplied by the L2 even though the L1 function words must still have higher activation if the L1
is the language of highest proficiency. It appears that during L3 production, particularly in the early stages of
acquisition, L2 status overrides the frequency effect associated with high proficiency”.
Our findings though showed that the children whose L1 was Greek transferred more Greek content and function
words compared to the children whose L1 was Albanian and this has also yielded a statistically significant result.
Also, the ratio of Greek Content/ Function words was greater for those children whose L1 is Greek (compared to
the children whose L1 is Albanian). Therefore, it seems that our participants’ L1 was a significant factor as far
as the degree of use of Content words is concerned. Especially, the fact that the L1 Greek speakers produced
more Content words from Greek than from Albanian shows that the L2 status or the “foreign language effect”
(Hammarberg, 2001) is not a factor that influenced this transfer. The first language of our speakers along with
the greater frequency of use of Greek (since it the mean of everyday communication) and their higher
competence in Greek too, show that what Murphy (2003) suggested does not seem to be the case with all of our
participants.
Moreover, the factor of psychotypology seems to have played its role since more transfers were done from Greek
Content words than Albanian Content words. The fact that Greek and English must have been perceived by our
participants as closer typologically speaking seems to be in line with Cenoz (2001) who found that her
participants had transferred almost seven times more function words from Spanish compared to Basque and she
justified this finding by means of their typological proximity to the target language. Basque is not typologically
related to English, compared to Spanish; however, the languages involved in our study belong to the
Indo-European language family although Greek and Albanian are isolate languages.
However, the loans and the historical relations between Greek and English are quite closer compared to those
between Albanian and English. It might then be the case that our participants had perceived this proximity and
they transferred more Content words from Greek while speaking in English. Another factor that could be
suggested to have played its own role might be that of the higher social status of Greek. Since the immigrant
mentality of our participants seems to have influenced them in favour of the official language (Greek) of the
country they live in, it might have been the case that they mostly drew items every time they needed to from
Greek and not from Albanian. Further research on the production of trilingual children with the same
combination of languages that our study dealt with would provide us with more information regarding the degree
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of use of Content and Function words from each one of them. Finally, as De Angelis (2007, p. 43) rightly points
out “more of a puzzling issue relates to how learners make use of content and function words from their
non-native languages”. Since there have not been many studies on trilingual children’s transfers with regard to
Content and Function words more research on this issue with different combinations of languages could shed
light in this matter too.
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